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because of the way we relate to nature 
when we’re under high stress. We know 
that people even like to look at pictures 
of nature when they’re closed off in a 
hospital room. Each of our gardens is 
very different. 

In London at the Charing Cross 
Hospital Maggie’s, we’re very tightly 
urban, we needed to close off areas and 
have tiny green spaces around us. Dan 
Pearson’s big beautiful garden in front 
forms a buffer to the parking and the 
ambulances coming in and out, and 
makes an undulating, rolling entry to 
the Centre that acts as a decompression 
zone. When you get a diagnosis of cancer 
you need a place to get away, and I know 
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Writer and designer Anne de Verteuil talks to landscaper and architect 
Charles Jencks, winner of the 2012 SGD John Brookes Award

charles 
JencKs

You are well known for your own 
garden, the Garden of Cosmic 
Speculation, and your pioneering 
work with the Maggie’s Centres. You 
have also lectured widely and written 
a number of influential books. What 
do you consider the highlights of your 
career so far? 
I’m from an architectural background, 
have been in my career for 50 years, 
and written 40 or so books, mostly on 
architecture, art and post modernism. 
Post modernism is about being multiply 
interested and I’m convinced that in 
the past, when we had more integrated 
cultures, there was more discourse 
between different professions. I’ve been 

brought up to believe that architecture, 
landscape and gardens are all very 
connected and I believe it passionately. 
There’s no reason to be a professional 
‘anything’; the idea is very deep in our 
culture to be many things, and that’s been 
my career. 

The Maggie’s Cancer Caring Centres 
have been an unqualified success 
and set a new standard in design 
excellence. What part do their gardens 
and surrounding landscapes play, and 
how important are gardens for health 
and well-being in general?
Landscapes and gardens are very 
important in the Maggie’s Centres, 
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that a lot of people use our gardens that 
way, even the doctors. Dan Pearson has 
done a brilliant job here with colours and 
textures; riotous and at the same time 
very controlled and picturesque. 

Maggie herself, who wrote a book 
on the Chinese garden, also had an 
influence on the building. She and I were 
very interested to find that in a Chinese 
pavilion like this is, painted orange as this 
is, there are tiny intimate spaces which are 
made even smaller with screens, or moon 
gates to give a sense of openness, release 
and infinity. 

There are now 10 centres and 
another three being developed, 
and most combine the separate 
skills of an architect and a 
landscape designer. How does this 
collaboration work in practice?
I would say of all our buildings and 
gardens the Maggie’s at Charing Cross 

FROM leFt ‘snail 
Mound’; the Maggie’s 
centre in Dundee with 
the Frank Gehry 
building and landscape 
design by arabella 
lennox-Boyd; Dan 
Pearson’s design for 
the Maggie’s centre at 
charing cross 
hospital, london

“ I’vE bEEN bROUGht UP tO bELIEvE thAt 
ARchItEctURE, LANDScAPE AND GARDENS ARE ALL 
cONNEctED AND I bELIEvE It PASSIONAtELy”

Hospital has the aspect of yin and yang 
that we seek and it was the one that was 
created with the architect, Rogers Stirk 
Harbour & Partners, and the garden 
designer, Dan Pearson, together. 

That’s the ideal situation, but one 
we can’t usually achieve. The normal 
situation is that we raise the money for the 
building first. Let’s say we raise £2 million 
and that has to cover the costs. We’re very 
aware we’re commissioning a garden too, 
but often the landscapes don’t get finished 
until later. 

Each situation is different, for instance, 
Zaha Hadid’s landscape in Fife still 
hasn’t been constructed, but we’re lucky 
enough to have a beautiful dell next to her 
building. My own landscape hasn’t been 
finished in Inverness. With Frank Gehry’s 
building in Dundee, the landscape 
followed two years later, and Arabella 
Lennox-Boyd has created a wonderful 
mixed landscape there that includes a 

pebble maze at the entrance to the centre, 
laid out like the one at Chartres, France. 
There is also a beautiful view across 
the Tay river from what Gehry calls the 
Meditation Room. So here’s a case where 
it has worked, even though we didn’t call 
Arabella Lennox-Boyd in until later. 

Many of your projects are 
landforms and your giant figure, 
Northumberlandia, has recently 
opened to the public. What does 
Northumberlandia and the landform 
in general mean to you? 
For me landforming involves a mix of 
different building types: garden, sculpture, 
art and even urban design, because a lot of 
what I do is on a huge scale. It’s radically 
hybrid. With Northumberlandia, which 
opened in September 2012, we had the 
problem of a coal company digging an 
open cast mine on the site. They decided 
on restoration first, which meant restoring 
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Facing page ‘Black 
hole’ in the Garden of 
cosmic speculation; 
charles Jencks
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“ My OwN vIEw IS thAt A GARDEN 
ShOULD bE A PLAcE OF INtELLEct 
AND ExcItEMENt”

part of the site before digging. So when 
you visit, you have the opportunity to 
see the site being dug – an extraordinary 
ballet of huge machines going through the 
landscape and tearing it up to get the coal. 

Northumberlandia is a landform first 
and a woman second, and I christened 
her Northumberlandia because of the 
relationship between the human body 
and the land. It happens that about 10 
miles north of her are the Cheviot Hills 
which are rolling and undulating and have 
the sculptural quality of a body, and we 
naturally project the human form onto 
the landscape.

I compare the Northumberlandia walk 
to an open-air cathedral that can be walked 
in 10 stations. You come in through a 
peaceful wood of mature trees and ferns, 
dark and mysterious. You emerge and see 
her forehead in front of you between two 
mounds, and if you follow the ‘bouncing 
ball’ as I intend, you follow a narrative 
of discovery over different parts of the 
environment. Each one of these heroic parts 
of the landscape is marked by a number, an 
image, an arrow. My job is to get people to 
do the whole two-to-three-mile walk and 

dramatically land on her forehead, to see her 
finger pointing upwards at the universe. 

How much maintenance is required to 
keep landforms looking good?
Landforms do require some maintenance, 
but it varies enormously depending on 
how robust they are or how manicured 
they need to be. One way is to have them 
grazed by sheep; there’s even something 
called the flying flock, which rents itself 
out to eat landforms. 

My own work depends more on flymos 
and cutting, and we now have robots too. 
Czech engineers have built a wonderful 
robot that you can work with a little monitor 
to cut in marvellous lines, and make grass 
do things that grass has never done before. 

Any garden takes maintenance, and 
landforms take less than an overall 
garden, but they do take maintenance, 
above all in making the contrast clear 
between the yin and yang, that is the 
water in the landform, or the ‘dry’ water, 
usually white pebbles, sometimes metal. 
That contrast needs to be heightened, 
because a landform is fundamentally to 
do with the way the sun hits the different 
paths, at the beginning or end of the day, 
and that’s what brings it to life. 

What do you feel the main 
responsibilities of garden and 

landscape designers should be in 
creating future landscapes in the UK?
I think one answer has to be that it’s as 
varied as nature, you don’t want to have 
just one type of garden or landscape. 
You have a responsibility today, as we all 
know, to sites that have been destroyed or 
disturbed, and a good example of working 
on that level is the Olympic Park. A 
responsibility to repair the urban context 
is crucial; urban gardening and urban 
guerilla gardening are very important. 

One of the interesting things in 
Britain today is the role of gardens in 
its culture. Small gardens and parks 
are loved, and you have this important 
tradition, but it’s the context that’s being 
hurt and not repaired. So one looks 
forward to new big gardens like the 
Olympic Park. What is our responsibility? 
Well it clearly has to be varied, we’ve 
got past the point of one solution for all. 
Ecology is obviously a big problem. 

aBOVe (FROM leFt) 
‘cells of life’ at Jupiter 
artland in scotland; an 
aerial shot of 
northumberlandia; 
‘cascading Universe’ 
at the Garden of 
cosmic speculation
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My own view is that a garden should be 
a place of intellect and excitement, maybe 
a bit of sport and recreation, multiple 
use. Chinese gardens do this, by the way. 
Whereas Japanese gardens are more for 
viewing and serene experience, Chinese 
gardens are active. I like robust gardens, 
gardens that are connected to life. 
The great traditions mixed urban life and 
gardening together, so a garden without 
a house is only half finished, and a house 
without a garden is unfinished. I believe a 
garden, like life, should have a lot in it. 

What has winning the John Brookes 
Award meant to you? 
I’m very happy to win the award. John 
Brookes’ work shows an understanding of 
history and an understanding that gardens 
do many different things. It is happily in the 
British eclectic tradition. As far as I know 
it, it stems from 1900, Jekyll’s gardens, the 
architecture of Lutyens and the great gardens 
of Hidcote and Sissinghurst. But he is also 
open to other styles and will teach and talk 
about them and design them as he is given 
opportunities. I think that’s an important 
position – defending variety. One of my 
old friends, Geoffrey Jellicoe, started off 
as an architect and he too designed very 
eclectic gardens, so I’m delighted to be 
part of that same tradition. 

What do you think makes a great 
garden? Are there particular gardens 
you admire?
My favourite garden in history is the Villa 
Lante, made for a wealthy cardinal who 
had in mind to build an evolutionary view 
of culture. It is a kind of cosmic garden that 
celebrates wilderness, hunting, primitive life, 
water, stone, sculpture, and it says gardens 
are more important than architecture. 
Wonderful! So architecture has to bow. 

I also like the classic English gardens 
of the 1900s to the present day, the great 
tradition of Hidcote and Sissinghurst. The 
opposition there is incredible – long vistas, 
intense colour, different rooms. And Great 
Dixter – I love that garden, which surprises 
some people who think I don’t like plants, 
but there’s such enjoyment of planting 
there. Planting as humour and intensity, 
juxtapositions that make you laugh. I’ve 
never been in a place that celebrated plant 
life and its qualities more. 

Are there any other things you would 
like to achieve in your work, or 
individuals or organisations you would 
particularly like to work with?
There are many jobs I would love to do. 
One is with my daughter Lily. We’ve 
formed a company called Jencks2 and 
we’re doing some fantastic work on an 

ecological garden for South Korea (in 
Suncheon) which is extremely exciting. 

Another project under consideration is for 
Cern, the organisation in Geneva that houses 
the Large Hadron Collider. It is very dear to 
my heart, because it summarises my interest 
in the universe. The centre of Cern is being 
eaten at by their success; they’ve built so 
many buildings since 1953, it looks like 
Heathrow airport. I told them they must save 
the remaining green and make an oasis of it, 
so we’ve designed a landscape that celebrates 
the smallest thing in the universe and the 
universe itself. But whether it will be built 
or not is another matter, because Cern has 
to raise money for discovering the universe, 
not for building gardens, just as Maggie’s has 
to raise its money for its buildings. So my 
hope is that it will be built, and my hope for 
Maggie’s is that we’ll raise the gardens to the 
same level as we’ve raised the architecture. 
That would give me great hope. 

Charles Jencks was the first recipient of 
the SGD 2012 John Brookes Award for 
lifelong achievement in the industry. To see 
a short film shot exclusively for the SGD go 
to www.sgdawards.com

aBOVe (FROM leFt)  
‘landform Bridge’ at 
Jupiter artland; 
Jencks’s design for 
cern, Geneva, 
switzerland;  
work in progress  
in south Korea
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